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VPN 6 

Welcome to the ‘CyberGhost Reviewer’s Guide’. We 

appreciate your interest in the our complete, exciting 

and promising VPN solution and invite you to join us in 

our mission to free the Internet by spreading the word 

about our app’s revolutionary features. 

 That is why we have put together this guide and made 

sure to include the most important facts about Cyber-

Ghost 6 for Windows. You will also discover all you 

need to do in order to get your free copy up and run-

ning, to fully protect yourself online as well as your 

valuable personal data. Enjoy!

VPN 6 
WELCOME
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VPN 6 

DOWNLOAD

To download the most recent software version of CyberGhost, visit the CyberGhost 
homepage at http://www.cyberghostvpn.com and click on ‘Free Download’.

INSTALLATION

Open the download location, look out for the file CG_x.x (whereas ‘x.x’ is the version 
number) and start setup with a double click. The installation procedure is pretty 
forward and an assistant will guide you through all necessary steps until the pro-
gram starts. 

WELCOME ON BOARD!
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EXISTING USERS: If you are already logged in with a CyberGhost account, you will be 
redirected to your online account management, where you can enter your Premium 
key.

NEW USERS: : In case you don’t have a CyberGhost account yet or are not logged in 
to your regular account, your browser will automatically direct you to the ”Welcome 
Ghostie” section to create an account. Please enter your desired username and 
(optionally) an email address for account recovery purposes.

We suggest adding a valid e-mail address, because it will help you recover your account 
information in case you ever lose it. 
 

HOW TO ACTIVATE FREE PREMIUM KEY

Depending on whether you are an existing user or new to CyberGhost, the way to 
key activation is slightly different, but starts the same way: After launching the 
CyberGhost 6 client, please click on ‘My Account’ in the upper menu.
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VPN 6 
Please store your login data as well as your PUK safely. We recommend the usage of 
a password manager, such as KeePass, 1Password or LastPass. However, if you ever 
lose your login information, your e-mail will be the key to recovering it. 

After filling in all the necessary information, click on ‘Continue’ and you will be taken 
directly to your account.

KEY ACTIVATION

Move to ‘My Account > Overview’ and click on ‘I already have an activation key’ right 
beneath the ‘Upgrade’ button. Your personal activation key is: XXXXX- XXXXX - XXXXX - 
XXXXX - XXXXX - XXXXX

Enter the key, click on ‘Activate’ and confirm. Wait a little bit and after the system has 
acknowledged the key you will be logged in automatically in your CyberGhost 
Windows client as well.

click NEXT                     enter bulletproof PASSWORD                     hop to FINISH
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VPN 6 
THIS IS THE ALL NEW CYBERGHOST 6

If you are have previous experience with CyberGhost, you might have already 
noticed this: the well-known world map of older days has been replaced by tiles, 
each one representing a single VPN profile for a sharply defined usage scenario.

In order to better serve unexperienced users, who might have certain goals in mind, 
but don’t know how to best accomplish them, the all new pre-configured feature sets 
(or “profiles” as we call them) provide a completely unique VPN experience: a 100% 
user-friendly one.
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More experienced users have not been forgotten though. They get a profile just for 
themselves: “Choose my VPN server”. This allows them to better customize their 
connection, by choosing a country or server manually. 
But first things first. Let’s give each single profile a look and see what it’s meant to 
deliver:

SURF ANONYMOUSLY: This profile activates all protection components and starts 
the browser in incognito mode. It also allows users to manually change the pre-set 
features, according to their own preference

TORRENT ANONYMOUSLY: This pre-configuration includes the selection of the) 
fastest P2P-compatible server (at the time of the release) along with appropriate 
protection measures.

UNBLOCK STREAMING: A highly complex profile with the goal of rendering the 
streaming services provided 100% accessible, regardless of the user’s location.

UNBLOCK BASIC WEBSITES: Cost-free profile for everyone to use, providing access 
to censored or blocked websites worldwide without having to pay a fee.

PROTECT MY INTERNET CONNECTION: Similar to ‘Surf Anonymously’, but with an 
important twist: CyberGhost’s ”Network Protection” automatically detects wireless 
networks, remembers them and, if  selected, unfolds its protection without any 
further effort from users, whenever the networks are detected again.

CHOOSE MY VPN SERVER: : A profile we dedicated to more advanced users, 
providing access to any of more than 600 single servers worldwide plus the manual 
activation of additional features such as ad and malware blocking.   
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By simply clicking on a single profile, the user will activate a multitude of features. The 
most important ones are already pre-set, but they can be customized manually as well. 
Here is, for instance, what the Surf Anonymously profile consists in: 

BLOCK MALICIOUS WEBSITES: Keeps malicious content from harmful websites at 
bay.

BLOCK ADS: Prevents the display of ads and banners, improving the users’ web surf-
ing experience (no annoyance, no unnecessary bandwidth consumption) and protect-
ing their devices against the malware delivered through ad networks.

BLOCK ONLINE TRACKING: Disables online behavior monitoring and removes Inter-
net traps, which store and analyze your browsing history.

DATA COMPRESSION: Minimizes the amount of data transmitted to reduce mobile 
data usage costs.

EXTRA SPEED: Premium subscribers are given the opportunity to connect to the 
CyberGhost ‘Extra Speed’ servers, which entitle them to a faster online protection. 
 

AND THE BEST: 

All these features are processed directly by 
CyberGhost servers, which means that there will be no 
extra load on your processor and no costs for 
unnecessary data transfers. Simply activate the feature 
you want and your CyberGhost service will handle the 
rest, allowing only the traffic you aimed for and 
protecting you against online threats.
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The CyberGhost for Windows app was especially designed with user-friendliness and 
accessibility in mind. That is why even after the app has been minimized to the system 
tray, through one click on the icon, all the six profiles will reveal themselves, allowing 
the user to quickly select and activate the one of their choice.

You can either go to the pre-configured profiles or connect directly to any country 
CyberGhost has a server in. You will still have full control over a profile’s additional 
features, because each connection will be established with the settings last assigned 
to the respective profile.

To access all the app’s settings, simply click on the “Maximize” button.

TRY ALL THE FEATURES: 

What do you want to do today? 
Let’s say ‘Surf Anonymously’! 
For that just click on the yellow profile, check on the 
settings and initiate the profile with a click on ‘Start 
Anonymous Surfing’.
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Now let’s go one step back and have a closer look at the settings window. A big part 
of it is dedicated to the additional server-based features you already learned about 
in the previous chapter. 

The default settings for this profile are all activated, except for ‘Data Compression’ 
which you actually just need when using a mobile network or when are traveling and 
saving up on Internet traffic. But if you want to deactivate a feature, e. g. the ad block-
er, because you want to support the websites you visit, you can simply do so by click-
ing on the switch at the right end of the feature. Once blacked, it won’t work on future 
connections until you activate it again.

At the top of the screen, you will discover the “Launch options” section. By clicking 
on the arrow next to the “Launch default browser in incognito mode”, you can 
choose between a variety of options. You can set CyberGhost to start your default 
browser in either normal or private mode as soon as the VPN connection has been 
established or simply don’t launch any browser together with the activation of the 
profile. 
To the right, you will find the “Choose country” option. The ”Surf Anonymously” 
profile automatically connects you to an arbitrary country different from yours to 
enhance anonymity. But if you instead want to connect to a certain country, just 
define it here.
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After all the features have been selected or left as they were, you can start surfing 
automatically by clicking on the yellow button at the bottom of the screen. Wait a few 
seconds and after your VPN connection has been established, the  window will  
display details about speed, amount of data transferred, and check marks on work-
ing functions such as new IP address, encryption strength and any activated add-on 
feature. 

Within seconds, your device will be anonymized with a new IP address, secured by 
strong encryption and protected by an additional anti-malware shield, prepared to 
fight against Internet attacks. In case you already have an anti-virus product running, 
the CyberGhost VPN will bring you the extra protection needed when surfing the 
Internet. Plus, if the ad blocker is activated, the websites you visit will display less to 
zero ads, which will result in a distract-free reading experience and faster loading 
time. 

Try all these for a while and tell us how you feel about them. In case you find yourself 
far away from home or any free hotspot, try the “Data compression” feature in combi-
nation with the ”Ad-Blocker”, the ”Malware Protection” and the ”Prevent Online Track-
ing” feature. This will surely allow you to check how much mobile data traffic you can 
spare on a single trip. 

However, if a webpage is mainly made out of ads and unreadable with the ad block-
ing feature activated, simply deactivate the feature. The page will become accessible 
again, without the need to end the connection and re-connect in the client app
Tip: When you visit your online account, which probably is still open after key activa-
tion, have a look at the device management page. There you will find protection 
statistics for each device you use CyberGhost on. 
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After browsing the Internet more safely than before, you might also want to try the 
other CyberGhost profiles available:

TORRENT ANONYMOUSLY
Downloaders need a different kind of protection from usual surfers. For example, 
there is no big need for anti-tracking and ad blocking. In fact, it would mostly just slow 
users down, when all they actually need is speed. So, except for protection against 
malicious websites, which might indeed be necessary, this profile’s main purpose is to 
check for free servers in countries that allow P2P traffic such as torrents and choose 
the ones with the best performance. If you prefer, you can choose to have the down-
load manager start automatically after a connection has been established.

UNBLOCK STREAMING
This profile might be completely new to some VPN users, but will turn out to be very 
useful, as it comprises a list of dozens of streaming services which it allows you to 
unlock through one simple click. Updated on a daily basis, this list provides you with 
the best chance to unblock the content that you love without checking server after 
server or even VPN service after VPN service. Through the selection of this profile, 
CyberGhost will handle the task by itself, no extra effort required from your side. In 
case there is no server available for the streaming service that you desire, the respec-
tive website will be removed from the list until CyberGhost finds a solution to add it 
back. 
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TRY ALL THE FEATURES: 

What do you want to do today? 
Let’s say ‘Surf Anonymously’! 
For that just click on the yellow profile, check on the 
settings and initiate the profile with a click on ‘Start 
Anonymous Surfing’.

If there is a streaming service that is missing from this list, you can add your own If a 
certain amount of users also show interest, this can become a permanent addition 
to the list.

UNBLOCK BASIC WEBSITES
Another worldwide unique VPN feature, this comes as a free profile for everyone and 
will always be this way. You don’t need a subscription for this, not even an account. 
Simply choose one of the platforms provided and unlock the service that is not avail-
able in your location. Once connected to CyberGhost, you can freely and safely surf 
wherever you want. It’s not the CyberGhost way to limit access to global information 
worldwide.

PROTECT MY INTERNET CONNECTION
In case you find this profile similar to ”Surf Anonymously”, you are right. The differ-
ence lies in the focus on mobile connections, e. g. on laptops or notebooks when 
away from home. By activating this, you are automatically connected to a server in 
your home country instead of an arbitrary foreign one. This will help you avoid 
language conflicts, such as websites displayed in foreign languages. The second 
difference lies in the auto protection, when entering a WiFi network, either a pass-
word-protected one or a free-access WiFi. CyberGhost automatically detects each, 
asks how to handle it, remembers your decision and repeats it the next time you use 
the same network.
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CHOOSE MY VPN SERVER (where the tough ones go)
We’ve saved the most advanced for last. This profile gives you the possibility to 
create individual connections to VPN servers worldwide, equipped with either some, 
all or no additional features.
Click on this profile and either connect directly to the server with the latest valid 
settings (including server location) or have a look at what other options you have at 
hand.

SERVER SELECTION

The server list contains all active single servers, grouped by location. You can either 
choose a country by marking it with a single mouse click, or decide for a certain server 
within a certain country. 
If you opt for a country, CyberGhost will activate the most efficient single server inside 
that country automatically. In most cases, this will be to your advantage. However, in 
certain situations, you might want or need to assign a single server manually, e. g. 
when you have to test a couple of individual servers in order to find a one that has 
not been blacklisted for your favorite streaming service or when you simply are not 
satisfied with CyberGhost’s decision.
To mark a single server, first open the respective country entry with a click on the little 
arrow on the left and then, click on the server entry itself. Don’t double click, for that 
will start the connection at once.

If you need some help with your decision, use the upper menu and the list rows, 
which let you filter the list with the following criteria in mind:

Fewest users: The list displays only servers that are less popular at the time (your 
connection might be faster).
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Within seconds, your device will be anonymized with a new IP address, secured by 
strong encryption and protected by an additional anti-malware shield, prepared to 
fight against Internet attacks. In case you already have an anti-virus product running, 
the CyberGhost VPN will bring you the extra protection needed when surfing the 
Internet. Plus, if the ad blocker is activated, the websites you visit will display less to 
zero ads, which will result in a distract-free reading experience and faster loading 
time. 

Try all these for a while and tell us how you feel about them. In case you find yourself 
far away from home or any free hotspot, try the “Data compression” feature in combi-
nation with the ”Ad-Blocker”, the ”Malware Protection” and the ”Prevent Online Track-
ing” feature. This will surely allow you to check how much mobile data traffic you can 
spare on a single trip. 

However, if a webpage is mainly made out of ads and unreadable with the ad block-
ing feature activated, simply deactivate the feature. The page will become accessible 
again, without the need to end the connection and re-connect in the client app
Tip: When you visit your online account, which probably is still open after key activa-
tion, have a look at the device management page. There you will find protection 
statistics for each device you use CyberGhost on. 

Most users: The list shows only servers which are more popular at the time (your con-
nection might get slower than usually, but the presence of more users will provide an 
additional layer of anonymity)..

Fastest: The list displays only the fastest servers to choose from. This value is time-de-
pendent.

No Spy Server: The list displays only servers included in the NoSpyProxy package.

Torrent: The list displays only P2P compatible servers.

Favorites: The list displays only your favorite servers. To mark a server as favorite 
simply click on the black star on the respective server entry in the list.

User load: Utilization factor of a server in percentages. The more users a single server 
has at a certain time, the stronger the additional layer of anonymity might be (because 
they all share the same IP address). The less users a single server has, the faster it 
might be. This value is time-dependent.

Torrent: Marks if a server is P2P compatible or not.

Ping: Shows the time a server needs to answer. This value doesn’t necessarily corre-
spond to a possible download speed, but is important for gamers. Also it is time-de-
pendent.
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After browsing the Internet more safely than before, you might also want to try the 
other CyberGhost profiles available:

TORRENT ANONYMOUSLY
Downloaders need a different kind of protection from usual surfers. For example, 
there is no big need for anti-tracking and ad blocking. In fact, it would mostly just slow 
users down, when all they actually need is speed. So, except for protection against 
malicious websites, which might indeed be necessary, this profile’s main purpose is to 
check for free servers in countries that allow P2P traffic such as torrents and choose 
the ones with the best performance. If you prefer, you can choose to have the down-
load manager start automatically after a connection has been established.

UNBLOCK STREAMING
This profile might be completely new to some VPN users, but will turn out to be very 
useful, as it comprises a list of dozens of streaming services which it allows you to 
unlock through one simple click. Updated on a daily basis, this list provides you with 
the best chance to unblock the content that you love without checking server after 
server or even VPN service after VPN service. Through the selection of this profile, 
CyberGhost will handle the task by itself, no extra effort required from your side. In 
case there is no server available for the streaming service that you desire, the respec-
tive website will be removed from the list until CyberGhost finds a solution to add it 
back. 

SETTINGS: 

You already know these. They are the additional 
features CyberGhost comes with, such as the ad 
blocker and alike, and after clicking on ‘Settings’ you 
will be able to activate or deactivate one, some or all 
of them for the current connection.

Remember: Regular VPN settings, such as 256-bit AES 
encryption, IP exchange and no logs are hardwired 
and can’t be deactivated – just in case you wondered 
that even though you deactivated all features some 
are still displayed in the connection window.
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If there is a streaming service that is missing from this list, you can add your own If a 
certain amount of users also show interest, this can become a permanent addition 
to the list.

UNBLOCK BASIC WEBSITES
Another worldwide unique VPN feature, this comes as a free profile for everyone and 
will always be this way. You don’t need a subscription for this, not even an account. 
Simply choose one of the platforms provided and unlock the service that is not avail-
able in your location. Once connected to CyberGhost, you can freely and safely surf 
wherever you want. It’s not the CyberGhost way to limit access to global information 
worldwide.

PROTECT MY INTERNET CONNECTION
In case you find this profile similar to ”Surf Anonymously”, you are right. The differ-
ence lies in the focus on mobile connections, e. g. on laptops or notebooks when 
away from home. By activating this, you are automatically connected to a server in 
your home country instead of an arbitrary foreign one. This will help you avoid 
language conflicts, such as websites displayed in foreign languages. The second 
difference lies in the auto protection, when entering a WiFi network, either a pass-
word-protected one or a free-access WiFi. CyberGhost automatically detects each, 
asks how to handle it, remembers your decision and repeats it the next time you use 
the same network.

The latest version of CyberGhost VPN for Windows is a 
blend of increased performance, seamless user expe-
rience, and top-notch technology. The app is designed 
to meet the requirements of both experienced as well 
as casual users. The all new VPN application is com-
pletely rewritten, debuts new features and 6 profiles 
dedicated to offering flawless and protected online 
experiences covering the needs of modern Internet 
users.
CyberGhost 6.0 for Windows is designed to disrupt 
the approach of traditional VPNs being first to intro-
duce automatic WiFi protection technology and access 
to unique essential features such as ad-blocker, 
anti-tracking, virus protection and data compression.

Premium 
• Access to all profiles and functionalities
• Free upgrade to any new product version
• Manual server selection and access to 650 servers in 
30 countries
• Premium support within 48 hours during working days
• IP exchange, IP sharing, 256-bit AES encryption, no logs
• KillSwitch, Leak Protection

Free 
• 3 days trial with unlimited access to all functions
• Lifelong access to ‘Unblock Basic Websites’ profile 
after end of trial period
• IP exchange, 256-bit AES encryption, no logs
• KillSwitch, Leak Protection
 

CyberGhost VPN 6 for Windows

 Windows Vista, Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 8.1, 
Windows 10

Innovative VPN technology for desktop PCs, laptops, 
notebooks. Easy to use, unique features and seamless 
online experience.

July, 10th, 2016

English, German, French, Italian, Spanish, Romanian, 
Polish, Russian

PRODUCTS

PLATFORMS

DESCRIPTION

AVAILABILITY

LANGUAGES

PRODUCT
CONCEPT

LICENSE
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SERVER SELECTION

The server list contains all active single servers, grouped by location. You can either 
choose a country by marking it with a single mouse click, or decide for a certain server 
within a certain country. 
If you opt for a country, CyberGhost will activate the most efficient single server inside 
that country automatically. In most cases, this will be to your advantage. However, in 
certain situations, you might want or need to assign a single server manually, e. g. 
when you have to test a couple of individual servers in order to find a one that has 
not been blacklisted for your favorite streaming service or when you simply are not 
satisfied with CyberGhost’s decision.
To mark a single server, first open the respective country entry with a click on the little 
arrow on the left and then, click on the server entry itself. Don’t double click, for that 
will start the connection at once.

If you need some help with your decision, use the upper menu and the list rows, 
which let you filter the list with the following criteria in mind:

Fewest users: The list displays only servers that are less popular at the time (your 
connection might be faster).

Ⓒ 2016 CyberGhost S.R.L.
press.office@cyberghost.ro
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